11/06/21/JPR – Improvement: The ModOps / Volume / Extract Via Surface Extraction program has been modified as
follows;
Environmental Terminology Removed: The option to use environmental remediation terminology (e.g., “contaminant”
versus “ore”) has been removed in an effort to eliminate confusion caused by ambiguities. Instead, the report terminology
is now expressed exclusive in mining terms because some of the new features have no corresponding environmental
terminology (e.g., mined waste, overburden, interburden, etc.).
Waste Model: The program now includes an option to create a mined-waste model that will be displayed as gray voxels
(Figure 1) within the 3D output.

Figure 1. Ore and waste models.

Ore Model: The ore model is now displayed as a voxel model rather than an isosurface thereby showing variations in grade
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Mined ore displayed as voxels with waste model disabled.

Terminology Explanation Buttons: Selected menu items now include special help buttons that provide explanations along
the right side of the menu (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Terminology explanations.

Maximum Slope: A maximum slope angle of -90 is now handled correctly, meaning that only the voxels above an ore voxel
will be considered when computing the volumetrics.
Maximum Acceptable Stripping Ratio: The Maximum Acceptable Stripping Ratio is now independent from the Optimize
option. Specifically; Starting at the base of the model, an imaginary inverted cone is constructed based on the Maximum
Slope. The number of non-ore, ore, and air voxels within the cone are then totaled. If the total number of non-ore voxels
within the cone divided by the total number of ore-grade voxels within the cone exceeds the Maximum Acceptable
Stripping Ratio, or if the cone extends beyond the Project Dimensions or the Property Boundary, the ore at the cone
apex will be classified as un-mineable. Conversely, if the apex voxel is classified as mineable, none of the voxels within
the corresponding cone will be subjected to the same test because a lower cone justifies their inclusion. Instead, they
will be classified as mineable. As a consequence, it is possible to create a pit in which the overall stripping ratio is greater
than the Maximum Stripping Ratio cutoff. The Optimize option will apply the Maximum Stripping Ratio cutoff to the
entire pit and successively increase the base of the model until either the totals fall within the Maximum Stripping Ratio
cutoff or there is nothing that can be extracted given the various menu settings.
Benches: The “buffer” is now referred to as the “Bench Width” and grouped together with the Bench Height setting.
Instead of just adding one voxel around ore zones, the program now allows the user to specify the radius for converting
all adjacent non-ore material to a mined waste classification (Figure 4 and Figure 5). Note: Adding benches will increase
the overall stripping ratio.

Figure 4. Pit shell model without benches (top) and with benches (below).

Figure 5. Pit shell depicting benches and mineable ore model.

Bench Height: It should be noted that the “Bench Height” controls the minimum, not the maximum, height of the benches.
Note the tall pit faces depicted within Figure 6.

Figure 6. Pit without benches (top), 20(w)x5(h) benches (center), and 40(w)x10(h) benches (bottom).

Units: The length units (meters or feet), as specified within the Project Settings, are now shown for the maximum depth,
buffer radius and the bench height within both the menu and the final report (Figure 7). Consequently, the Length Units
specification option has been removed from the Report Options menu.

Figure 7. Length units automatically shown within menu (top) and report (bottom).

Pit Optimization: As previously described, the Maximum Acceptable Stripping Ratio (MASR) is applied on a voxel-byvoxel basis. As a consequence, the stripping ratio for the entire excavation may exceed the MASR. If the Optimize option
is checked and the stripping ratio for the entire excavation exceeds the MASR, the pit depth will be decreased by the
Height Increment and the process will be repeated until the stripping ratio for the entire pits is less than or equal to the
MASR.
Note: The Optimize option is not available if the Maximum Acceptable Stripping Ratio option has not been checked.
The Height Increment option (Figure 8) determines the increments that are used during the aforementioned iterations.
If set to Automatic, this vertical increment will be equal the height of one voxel which can result in unacceptable
execution speeds for high-resolution models. The Manual setting provides a means to move the base upwards in larger
increments at the possible expense of leaving unmined ore below the base of the pit.

Figure 8. New Height Increment options.

Maximum Slope: It should be noted that shallower maximum slopes will produce larger cones which must search through
more voxels thereby increasing the processing time. For example, a maximum slope of -85 (near vertical pit walls) will
process very quickly whereas a maximum slope of -45 may take much longer.
New Report Items: The final report now includes computations for the areal extent of the pit and the volume of remaining
ore that was now extracted by the pit shell.
Density Conversion Factor: The specified Material Density (aka Density Conversion Factor) is used to convert volumes to
mass. After converting the volumes to the units specified within the Project / Units / Volume pull-down menu (Figure 9),
the program will multiply the result by the density conversion factor. The result will be listed within the report with
whatever units were specified within the Project / Units / Mass pull-down menu.

Figure 9. Output Units Menu

The Extract program will list the required input using these two Project Output Units settings (Volume & Mass) as shown
within Figure 10.

Figure 10. Visual reminder of density conversion units.

Example: Consider an input model that was created in UTM meters (i.e., X, Y, & Z = meters) whereas the Output Volume
is listed as Cubic Yards and the Output Mass is specified as Pounds. The material volumes will be internally computed
as cubic meters and then converted to Cubic Yards and annotated accordingly. The volumes will then be converted to
Pounds by multiplying the volumes by the density conversion factor and annotated accordingly as shown within below.

Figure 11. Report showing volume and mass units within annotation.

In the event that the Output Units are changed while the Extract menu is open, the Refresh button can be used to
update the Material Density description.

Terminology: Before describing how the algorithm works, some terminology must be introduced;
•
•
•
•
•

Air Voxel: Any voxel whose midpoint (node) is above the specified ground surface.
Potential Ore Voxel: Any voxel within the input solid whose g-value is greater than or equal to the specified Lower
Threshold and less than or equal to the specified Upper Threshold.
Potential Waste Voxel: Any non-ore, non-air voxel with the input solid that may have to be removed order to
extract a Potential Ore Voxel.
Rock Voxel: Any voxel that is considered to not be an Ore, Waste, or Air Voxel (i.e., unmined).
Floating Cone: An inverted cone (Figure 12) in which the Apex Angle equals the absolute value of the maximum
slope multiplied by 2.

Figure 12. Floating cone terminology.

How It Works:
1. All voxels below the Maximum Depth (relative to the surface elevation directly above the node) are converted to
Rock Voxels.
2. Starting at the lowest level of the model, for each Potential Ore Voxel an inverted vertical cone is constructed
such that the tip (apex) of the cone corresponds with the Potential Ore Voxel midpoint.
3. All of the voxels within the cone that are below an Air Voxel are examined to determine the total number of
non-ore (Potential Waste) and Potential Ore voxels.
4. If the Total Waste / Total Ore within the cone is less than or equal to the specified Maximum Acceptable
Stripping Ratio, all of the voxels within the cone are re-classified as “Mined”. These voxels will not be subjected
to additional floating-cone tests because they are economically justified by the underlying voxel.
5. If the Total Waste / Total Ore within the cone is greater than the specified Maximum Acceptable Stripping Ratio,
the voxel is re-classified as non-economic.
a. Note: If the Maximum Acceptable Stripping ratio is disabled, all voxels within the floating cone will be recategorized as economic.
6. The total waste voxels within the model will be divided by the total ore voxels to compute the total stripping
ratio. If the Optimize option is enabled and the total stripping ratio is less than the Maximum Acceptable
Stripping Ratio, the base elevation of the model will be incremented and the entire process will be re-executed
starting at Step 2 within this list.

Caveat: The optimization algorithm will not extend the pit shell outside the extents of the input model. As illustrated by
Figure 13; As an optimization is extended into the perimeter, the slopes will become steeper than the specified
Maximum Slope angle. Solutions include decreasing the Maximum Depth setting, increasing the size of the input model,
and/or decreasing the Acceptable Stripping Ratio.

Figure 13. Effects of shallower slopes extending pit outside model dimension (i.e., steep slopes along margins)..

